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A SPHERICAL BOWL.
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The electrical distribution on the bowl may be deduced by inversion from that on a circular disc at zero potential with a quantity of electricity - E at a point 0 on the axis.
Let MNbe the rim of the disc, 0 the centre and OM—k the radius of inversion. We regard 0 as the centre of a sphere of small radius e. This sphere inverts into a large sphere of radius &2/e. The quantity M' on the inverted sphere is given by M'—'kVl (Art. 180) and is evidently equal to - Ekje. The attraction at any internal point is therefore zero but the potential is -Ejk.
The disc inverts into the segment MA'N, the sides nearest to or farthest from 0 corresponding to the convex and concave sides of the bowl. To deduce the density at Q' from that at Q we use the formula of Art. 169 as applied to surfaces , Since k/0 Q' — OQ/k and OQ2 = h2 + r2 we deduce that the surface densities at any point Q' on the concave and convex sides are respectively
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The sum of the potentials of the electricity on the bowl and of that on the sphere of infinite radius being zero, the internal potential F0 of the electricity on the bowl alone is E/k.
Let A'Q'=r'9 A'M=af, OM=k, and let the diameter OA' of the sphere be/. We then have since hf=Jc2
% I
The densities at any point on the concave and convex sides of the insulated bowl then take the forms
J7"                                                         ]7
where F0
457. To find the quantity M' of the electricity on the boivl, we use the rule M' = kVlt Art. 170. We have therefore merely to write jE = /cF0 in the expression for the potential of the disc at 0 (Art. 455) and to multiply the result by k. Let 2a "be the angle subtended at the centre of the sphere by any radius of the rim, then a = h tan a and 7i=/cos2a. The quantity M' is therefore given by
The potential V of the bowl at any point P' may be deduced from that of the disc at the inverse point P. The result takes a simple form when P' lies on the unoccupied part of the sphere. We then have
F^'tan-i - ^— A, v        (FM.F'N)*
where a'=A'M=fBma.
458. Ex. Prove that the density at any point Q' of a spherical bowl at zero potential when acted on by a quantity - E' of electricity at any point E' on the unoccupied part of the sphere is

